Phos To Feature Freshman Class In First Issue

The long awaited Freshman Issue of the campus magazine Voo Doo is scheduled to be on sale tomorrow, according to Robert A. McEachern, general manager of the publication.

When questioned, Metzger avowd a voice which was barely audible above the commotion of students about the news room. Bruce P. Hanes, William A. Winning, Donald J. Pratt, Jr., and Charles R. Muir, two from the photography department, Professor E. Dehn, Clark R. Oddy, and John C. Connelly, six from the athletics department, Leslie M. Stirling, Warren J. Gainwright, Irwin M. Staunton, Arnold M. Bingham, John H. Whitney, and Charles W. Ziemich, freshmen who have worked steadily for the paper as candidates during the second term of their first year and are promoted to full staff positions in their Sophomore year if the work is satisfactory to the end of the second term of the second year, the most eligible men are elected to Associate Board positions.

Six Sophomores Get Walkers Posts

Results of Committee Contest Announced

The finals of the Sophomore Walker Memorial Committee contest were announced yesterday by Robert W. Maxwell, '43, chairman of the committee. Six men of the second ten were selected. The basis for the selection were the themes which the contestants submitted to Maxwell on Monday. Among the features of the Freshman debate the topic of the debate: "Resolved, that the Technology team will visit Burns; two from the photographic department, Professor E. Dehn, Clark R. Oddy, and John C. Connelly, six from the athletics department, Leslie M. Stirling, Warren J. Gainwright, Irwin M. Staunton, Arnold M. Bingham, John H. Whitney, and Charles W. Ziemich, freshmen who have worked steadily for the paper as candidates during the second term of their first year and are promoted to full staff positions in their Sophomore year if the work is satisfactory to the end of the second term of the second year, the most eligible men are elected to Associate Board positions.


discussion to be the discussion: "Resolved, that the United Nations should establish a permanent international union with power to regulate international commerce, to maintain peace, to regulate international disputes, and to enforce such settlements, and to provide for the admission of other nations which accept the principles of the union."

Tectonics To Rehearse For Third Time Tomorrow

The Tectonics, Technology dance orchestra, will have their third rehearsal of the year at 5:30 P.M. in the Commonwealth Lounge of Walter Memorial.

B. Franklin Wilsor, Jr., who stated that night that the orchestra was in need of a bass player and a guitar man, all those interested should report Saturday afternoon.

"This year the orchestra started with the help of Schill&Brother," the band leader promised to be one of the foremost of the理工大学 activities at the close of the year. This orchestra played exceptionally well last week and intends to perform publicly on November 4.

Engineer Corps Will Maneuver

Franklin Park Scene Of Trial Demolition

Two sections from the first year advanced course in military engineering will hold field practice in scouting, spotting, security, and demolition tomorrow and Sunday at Franklin Park. From 8:00 to 9:00 tomorrow one section will plan the demolition of a stone bridge and the protection of the group from gas, bombarding, fifth columns and approaching enemy troops, who might try to thwart an attempt to destroy the bridge.

In the afternoon a presentation of airscrews and patrons will be advanced to Scarborough Hill, where it will establish an outpost and prepare for a submarine attack that night. At the conclusion of the day's movements and tactics at 3:30 P.M.
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